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1. INTRODUCTION

Reflexives in Mandarin Chinese
Two types of reflexive pronouns in Mandarin Chinese
• Ziji (‘self’): Local and non-local binding both acceptable

• Ta-ziji (‘s/he-self’): Conventionally thought to only allow local binding when
the local referent is animate (i.e., intervention effect)

Empathy and long-distance reflexives
• Non-local binding is argued to be related to the perspective-taking or empathy

(e.g., Sells’87; Kuno’87; Pan’97,’01; Huang & Liu’01; Wang & Pan’14,’15; Charnavel’20)
• Ziji can be non-locally bound when its antecedent is an empathy locus (i.e.,

a referent whom one can take the perspective of or empathize with)
• In this case, ziji can be used as an empathic reflexive
• Since ta-ziji does not allow non-local binding across a local animate referent,

ta-ziji is assumed to be non-empathic

Logophoricity and long-distance reflexives
• Following Culy (1997) and others: logophoricity is not (by default) tied to the

notion of empathy or point-of-view for the purposes of this work
• A (reflexive) pronoun is logophoric if it observes the Logophoric Hierarchy (Culy,

1994): a referent with a semantic/discourse role higher on the hierarchy is more
likely to be the non-local antecedent of the (reflexive) pronoun

• Prior experimental work: inconsistent results regarding whether logophoric
prominence impacts the interpretation of reflexives in Chinese (compare Liu’20
and Xu & Runner, submitted)

Research questions
• Building on prior theoretical work, we aim to replicate the argument that ziji

can be bound by a non-local empathy locus and to compare the binding
preferences of ziji with that of supposedly non-empathic ta-ziji

• More importantly, we aim to clarify the role of logophoric prominence in the
interpretation of ziji and ta-ziji

Xiaoming1 tingshuoWang jiaoshou2 chongdu-le ziji1/2 de xueshu lunwen.
Xiaoming hear Prof. Wang reread-ASP self GEN academic paper
‘Xiaoming1 heard that Prof. Wang2 had reread self1/2’s academic paper.’

Xiaoming1 tingshuoWang jiaoshou2 chongdu-le ta-ziji1/*2 de xueshu lunwen.
Xiaoming hear Prof. Wang reread-ASP he-self GEN academic paper
‘Xiaoming1 heard that Prof. Wang2 had reread he-self1/*2’s academic paper.’

Hierarchy of logophoric roles (adapted from Culy’94: 1062)
Source > Thinker/Believer > Perceiver

2. METHODS & DESIGN

Methods
• Experiment 1a (ziji), 2a (ta-ziji): Antecedent choice judgment
• Experiment 1b (ziji), 2b (ta-ziji): Self-paced reading

Materials
• Logophoric role (source/perceiver) x Verb bias (self-directed/other-directed)

Verb bias as a DIAGNOSTIC for detecting real-time binding preferences in self-
paced reading (see Lyu & Kaiser’21, minor revision)when the reflexive is encountered

Scenario 1: Suppose the reflexive tends to receive local binding
Xiaoming heard Prof. Wang publishedself-directed/gradedother-directed (ta-)ziji’s …

Scenario 2: Suppose the reflexive tends to receive non-local binding
Xiaoming heard Prof. Wang publishedself-directed/gradedother-directed (ta-)ziji’s …

Context sentence (transliteration of Chinese sentences into English):
Xiaoming is a good student in the class [⼩明是班级⾥的优秀学⽣]
Critical sentence
During the lecture, he {toldsource others/heardperceiver} Prof. wang
{published/graded} (ta-)ziji DE academic paper.
[课上，他{告诉别⼈/听说}王教授发表了(他)⾃⼰的学术论⽂]

(Ta-)ziji preceded by ‘grade’ (biasing Xiaoming) should be read more slowly

(Ta-)ziji preceded by ‘publish’ (biasing Prof. Wang) should be read more slowly

3. PREDICTIONS

If ziji or ta-ziji can function as empathic reflexives
• Self-paced reading: There should be a preference for ziji or ta-ziji to be bound

by the empathy locus (given Kuno’s Topic Empathy Hierarchy, the discourse topic e.g.,
Xiaoming is preferably an empathy locus)

• Self-directed verbs should lead to reading slowdowns compared to other-
directed verbs at and/or after the reflexive in incremental sentence reading

If ziji or ta-ziji can function as logophoric reflexives
• Antecedent choice judgment: Sources should be chosen as the antecedent

more often relative to perceivers
• Self-paced reading: the verb bias effect (i.e., self-directed verbs causing slowdowns)

should be stronger for sentences where the matrix subject is a source

4. RESULTS
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Antecedent choice judgment: Experiment 1a (ziji) & Experiment 2a (ta-ziji)

Experiment 1a: ziji Experiment 2a: ta-ziji

Source
advantage

Self-paced reading: Experiment 1b (ziji) & Experiment 2b (ta-ziji)
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• Non-local binding preference even when the non-local
subject is a perceiver: ziji can have an empathic use

• Non-local binding numerically more preferred in the
source conditions than in the perceiver conditions: ziji is
sensitive to logophoric role of the discourse topic

• No binding preference when the discourse topic is a
perceiver

• Non-local binding preference only when the non-local
discourse topic is a source

• Ta-ziji is also sensitive to logophoric prominence

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

junlyu@usc.edu

Summary of how the diagnostic works for the self-paced reading experiments
Local binding preference à other-directed verbs lead to reading slowdowns at
and/or after the reflexive
Non-local binding preference à self-directed verbs lead to reading slowdowns at
and/or after the reflexive

Experiment 1b: ziji

Experiment 2b: ta-ziji

Antecedent choice judgment
• Both ziji and ta-ziji are strongly influenced by verb semantics
• Logophoric prominence also impacts the interpretation of these two

reflexives
Self-paced reading
• As expected, ziji can have an empathic use in a ‘triggering’ context with an

empathic locus
• Ta-ziji differs from ziji due to a neutral binding preference in the presence

of a (perceiver) empathy locus (replicating Lyu & Kaiser, minor revision)
• Both ziji and ta-ziji are sensitive to the logophoric role of the non-local

subject/discourse topic
• Intriguingly, ta-ziji prefers non-local binding when the non-local subject is

both a discourse topic and a source, which opens the door to further
investigation regarding whether ta-ziji can be ‘flipped’ into an empathic
reflexive under certain pragmatic contexts
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Kuno 1987 Functional Syntax: Anaphora, Discourse, and Empathy • Sells 1987 Aspects of logophoricity • Pan 1997 Constraints on 
Reflexivization in Mandarin Chinese • Pan 2001 Why the blocking effect?
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